
Exceptional Belgian Style beers crafted by the very talented 
brewers of Payette. Get these specialty beers while you can.
AVAILABLE IN 1/6 BARREL KEGS FOR $99

 »BELGIAN BEER SERIES

We followed suit to Abbey and Trappist brewers, using fine malts 
from around the world to create this complex and satisfying ale. 
Deep amber with a long lasting dense khaki head. This ale was 
dry-hopped to add a layer of noble hop spice to a typical Belgian 
yeast nose that includes dried fruit, baking spices, toasted 
marshmallow and nutty to�ee. Easy drinking beer!

ANOTHER ROUND BIER DE NOEL

Brewing international styles of beer is always fun, especially 
when it involves recipe models that were created centuries ago. 
Our version of this Belgian Trappist beer features rich malty 
qualities with spicy hop bitterness. The aroma gives o� hints of 
toasted bread, raisin, clove and to�ee. The flavor profile shows 
traits of caramel sweetness with a moderate alcohol presence.

ANOTHER ROUND BELGIAN DUBBEL 30

9%

IBU

ABV

19

7.6%

IBU

ABV
NORTHERN BREWER,SAAZ/STERLING

CHOCOLATE WHEAT, GREAT WESTERN PILS,

MALTED WHEAT, PATAGONIA 140L,

PATAGONIA PERLA NEGRA, RYE

HOPS

MALTS

HOPS

MALTS

SAAZ

C-12, C-60, C-75, CHOCOLATE, OATS, PALE,

ROASTED BARLEY, WHITE WHEAT

This Belgian Quad is a big beer with intense copper hues topped 
by a thick, long lasting khaki colored head. This ale begs to be 
savored slowly, allowing new and inviting aromas and flavors to 
emerge. Aromas of fresh raisin-bread and brandy compliment 
dried cherries and tobacco. Rich mouth feel with sweet and nutty 
flavors. Robust and bold with warming alcohol notes and a light, 
spicy noble-hop bitterness. Absolutely delicious.

ANOTHER ROUND BELGIAN QUAD 29

10.5%

IBU

ABV
HOPS

MALTS

NORTHERN BREWER, STERLING

CARABELGE, CARARED, CHATEAU MONASTIQUE,

CHOCOLATE WHEAT, MFB “SPAR”, OATS, PALE,

PILSNER, SPECIAL W, WEYERMANN RYE, 

WHITE WHEAT

 »   OCTOBER

 »   NOVEMBER

 »   DECEMBER

BELGIAN SERIES


